
In the coming weeks we will discuss relays in our morning announcements and collect nomination forms at the
clubhouse. Please read the information below to give yourself a better understanding of what it's all about.

 
WHAT-  Regional Relays is a friendly competition for athletes to compete, in teams, against other clubs in the
region. We encourage all athletes to participate as the emphasis is on fun and team work. For a list of events

available to each age group, just click on this link......
 

https://laq.org.au/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2021/08/7-rrelays-events.pdf
 

WHO-  U7 - U17 athletes are eligible to compete. U9 - U17's who place in the top 3 (track) or top 2 (field), overall in
their event, can progress to the State Relay Championships. 

 
WHERE-  Runaway Bay LAC

 
WHEN-  Sunday, November 14th 2021

 
COST- The club covers all nomination fees for this event.

 
NOMINATIONS-

Open: 2nd October 2021
Close: 16th October 2021.......late nominations cannot be accepted

 
HOW DOES IT WORK- 

Track events: Athletes compete in teams of 4 in baton relays. The fastest 3 teams, times based, on the day will
qualify for State Relays.

Field Events: Athletes compete individually, just as they would on a regular Saturday morning. At the conclusion of
the event the two best performers from each club will form a team, then 3rd and 4th best from that same club will

form another team and so on. The top 2 teams overall will progress to State Relays.
 

FAQ's-
What is a Swedish Relay? It is a mixed distance relay with each leg run in this order........100m, 300m, 200m, 400m.

What is a Medley Relay? This is another mixed distance relay. Run in this order......200m, 200m, 400m, 800m.
How are the teams chosen? Track teams will be chosen based on Personal Best Performances. Once the team lists

and running orders are announced, they will not be changed or up for negotiation.
Training? Leading up to relays, we will offer relay training to those participating.

 
RULE CHANGES-

For returning families, you will notice some changes to the relay structure as per LAQ's new rules. We are happy to
clarify these rules if needed so please just ask.

 
IMPORTANT-

Please keep in mind that this is a teams event. By nominating you are committing to attend and compete at the
carnival. Any no shows on the day put the team at a disadvantage and isn't fair to those who have turned up.

      cDonald's Regional Relays
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